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Abstract: This work describes an analytical framework suitable for the analysis of 
large-scale arrays of coupled resonators, including those which feature amplitude 
and phase dynamics, inherent element-level parameter variation, nonlinearity, and/
or noise. This analysis allows for the consideration of coupled systems in which the 
number of individual resonators is large, extending as far as the continuum limit 
corresponding to an infinite number of resonators. Moreover, this framework 
permits analytical predictions for the amplitude and phase dynamics of such 
systems. The utility of this analytical methodology is explored through the analysis 
of a system of N non-identical resonators with global coupling, including both 
reactive and dissipative components, physically motivated by an 
electromagnetically transduced micro-resonator array. The behavior of an array of 
resonators can be described using two self-consistency variables and a force, which 
not only includes the external excitation but also due to the reactive and dissipative 
coupling parameters, this is called a global coupling function. Two different 
bifurcations resulting from the variation of coupling parameters have been 
identified, which explains the underlying phenomenon that leads to multiple-
equilibrium distributions.
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